
CMN Construction Clay Nelson 
Swift Current, SK
March 2016

Saskatoon, SK
April 2016

"We started using your product called Liquid Poly to protect surrounding work areas from 
concrete splatter.

The key to the product is that when you spray, make sure to properly coat the surface 
according to the instructions, when you do, the products is a dream to work with.

Surfaces that the product works great for us so far have been:  steel buildings, acrylic 
stucco, parging, existing concrete we are pouring up to, pre-coating our power trowels and 
tools.   It makes clean up a lot easier and our equipment stays nicer for longer.

One area that requires a little extra washing is on Vinyl Siding, but otherwise it is a great 
product. Using Liquid Poly saves a lot of time in our preparation and afterwards we don't 
have the headache of cleaning up concrete splatter.  Just remember, don't skimp on the 
product and you will love it.

We spray everything now with Liquid Poly."

We have been using Liquid Poly on glass, windows and aluminum glazing, to 
protect  from concrete splatter, and it works perfectly, it saves us a lot of time and 
headaches.  We cannot wait to try it out on our ride on trowels.

LIQUID POLY - CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS 

Using Liquid Poly saves a lot of prep time and we don't have the clean-up 
headache

Liquid Poly works perfectly on glass, windows, and aluminum glazing
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"Liquid Poly has saved my butt on many occasions. We use it all the time to protect 
areas such as faux stone, brick siding, garage doors, steel siding and existing 
concrete where we are pouring concrete. If you apply the product according to the 
instructions, you will love it. The more you apply, the easier it is to remove afterward.

For tools it works great, especially when working with coloured concrete which 
normally stains everything, but when you use liquid poly, the product keeps 
everything clean."

Carman Caliber 
Concrete April 2017

"We always use Liquid Poly to protect surrounding areas from concrete splatter.

We used to use sheets of plastic poly on places where the power trowel coloured 
concrete is being poured up to grey concrete, but poly is very inconvenient .  Liquid Poly 
works great for this - there is nothing to get in the way, and nothing to blow away when 
you use Liquid Poly."

Dave
Mudrack Concrete

 Medicine Hat, AB

April 2017

We use it all the time for faux stone, brick siding, garage doors, steel siding and much 
more 

Poly is very inconvenient, Liquid Poly works great 
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